Introduction
Image edges, the boundary between different attributes areas, are the most basic image characteristics and widely used in the field of automatic object detection/recognition /tracking.The approachs of traditional edge detection are differential operators, wavelet edge detection, Texture edge detection, neural net edge detection,etc. Processing images with the traditional differential operators, such as Sobel, Roberts, Prewitt, Laplace, Kirsch, etc, which are very sensitive to noise, can't get anticipated results.Infrared image edge detection is an important step of automatic target recognition and always attracts many scholars to study [1] [2] [3] [4] , but this problem still haven't got a very good solution until now .On one hand, the infrared image universally exist weakness such as poor contrast between target and background, image edge blur, large noise, etc. On the other hand, due to the limitation of directly processing the whole input infrared image without taking consideration of using prior knowledge to assist edge detection, most existing algorithm can't detect object of interest from background effectively. In recent years, some scholars try to apply the prior knowledge and proposed many new edge detection algorithms, but the methods are too complex to meet the need of infrared automatic target recognition in real-time application. The fact that both noise and the edge belong to high frequency components, affects the accuracy of edge detection, so how to balance the accuracy and noise immunity in edge detection is a difficult point. Canny edge detection algorithm is a very effective optimal edge detector [9] with considering the effect of noise, but the extracted details are redundant and can't fit the demand for subsequent automatic target recognition in some cases.
To satisfy the infrared automatic target recognition application requirement, based on the canny edge detection, this paper try to use the bilateral edge contrast, edge density, edge length to extract significant edge in infrared image and filter details or background clutters around target outline. The proposed algorithm can reduce the proportion of non-target edge, providing a better quality of edge image for automatic target recognition. Feature extraction Salient edges.Salient edge describes the main target contour features. However, for the scene image, there is still not a good method to quantify the edge saliency. The most object for Automatic target recognition is usually artificial target such as airport, Bridges, buildings etc. The main differences between artificial target and natural target are: artificial target edge has good piecewise consistency; the material between artificial target edges has uniform distribution though their qualities are different. Based on the above assumptions, and considering the human visual characteristic, this paper deems that salient edge should have following characteristics:
(1)The gray values between salient edge sides should have some differences and the gray distribution of either side is uniform;
(2)salient edges are usually relatively sparse and edge density are not very dense; (3)salient edges general have good continuity. Feature selection for quantization of edge saliency.In order to extract significant edges, we choose the bilateral edges contrast as the first saliency measurement. In order to restrain clutter edge caused by texture and background, edge density is choosed as the second saliency measurement .General speaking, clutter edges are usually short and not smooth, so we choose the edge length as the third saliency measurement. The following content will focus on how to quantify these characteristics and how to realize the fusion for extraction of saliency edge.
Bilateral edges contrast.Considering the excellent performance of Canny algorithm, we use canny algorithm to detect edges.
( , ) ( ) Edgeim x y Canny I =
(1) After getting the edge image, we adopt chain code tracking method to find out all edges,
For each edge, along the edge normal direction find it's left neighborhood strip ( , ) l n Q E w and right neighborhood strip ( , ) r n Q E w , where w means neighborhood scale or neighborhood strip width . Then, we define bilateral edge contrast as ( r n Q E w . In formula (2), whave important influence to ( , ) n C E w , therefore, we compute ( , ) n C E w with different neighborhood strip width by multi-scales method ,and choose the max value. So, bilateral edges contrast is redefined as ( )
Edge density .The concept of edge density is used to describe target saliency recently [10] , but the formula in document [10] is not suitable for this paper. The definition of edge density for any point is:
where, W is the adjacent domain window, W is the area of the adjacent domain window. The characteristics of the target edge density is often relatively higher in certain window scale and reduce when increase or decrease window scale .In this paper, the actual edge density is defined as minimum edge densities under multi-scales windows .
( ) ( , ) min ( , , ) 1,...
So, the edge density of n E is defined as
where, ( ) n L E is the length of n E .For more information see the definition in section 2.2.3.
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Edge length.Target edge point has good consistency and continuity, and usually is not short. In addition, the human eye is easier to pay attention to the overall contour information. Therefore, edge length is also an important salient characteristic. The edge length in this paper is defined as
Algorithm description
According to the analysis of the second section, the edge saliency is proportional to edge lengthand bilateral edges contrast, and inverse proportional to edge density. Thus, we finally define the edge saliency as
If the value of ( ) n S E is greater than the given thresholdTh, keep the edge, otherwise delete it. So the final edges we get are
In practical applications, the different image cannot use the same threshold value. For this reason, we determine the threshold value conforming to Canny algorithm thoughts : firstly, set the scaling factors T h P of non-salient edges to total edges, then calculate threshold value with the help of histogram statistics. Therefore, the algorithm in this paper needs to set up the threshold value T h P in advance.
Then, the algorithm process can be described as: (3) For every edge, calculate bilateral edges contrast according to the formula (3); (4) For every edge, calculate edge length according to the formula (7). (5) For every edge, calculate edge density according to the formula (6); (6) calculate comprehensive saliency according to the formula (8); (7) Finally, get all salient edges according to the formula (9).
Experimental evaluations
In order to validate the method, a large number of experiments have been done and compared with classical Canny algorithms. For the sake of paper length, we only show partexperimental results. In view of the abundant weak edge in infrared images, we set the high threshold and low threshold to[0.6,0.3] to get more weak edge, instead of the default parameter in Matlab edge.m function. In this paper the threshold value T h P is unified settled as 0.5,which means there are 50% non-salient edges in edge image exported by Canny algorithm.
First of all, we concerned influence of the bilateral edges contrast, the edge density and the edge length on experimental results. Figure 1 (a) is initial image, figure 1 (b) is the results after Canny algorithm processing, figure 1 (c) and figure 1 (d) and figure 1 (e) are result respectively for bilateral edge contrast, edge density and edge length, figure 1 (f) is the result of our algorithm. From figure 1, we can get that : the use of bilateral edge contrast can keep weak contrast suspected edge, but also retain part of background clutters; the use of edge density can remove the clutter edge in background and internal area substantially, but it also delete long edges with dense spacing, while edge length just can make up for this disadvantage. Therefore, after fusing bilateral edge contrast, edge density and edge length, this algorithm can obtain the better detection results. The second groups of experiments, based on several real infrared images, are finished to compare our algorithm with Canny algorithm. As shown in figure 2 , the first row are original infrared image; the second row are the results of Canny algorithm and the third row are the results of our algorithm. From figure 2, we can conclude that when threshold is low, Canny algorithm can detect many subtle edges, which mainly comes from the background region and target inside, making target edge drown in them and difficult to discern. The proposed algorithm can effectively suppress the clutter edges, highlight the target information, and this is very helpful to reduce false alarm rate of the automatic target recognition system 
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Conclusion
To meet the demand of infrared automatic target recognition, based on the Canny algorithm and considering human visual characteristic, this paper proposed an infrared image edge extraction algorithm using bilateral edge contrast, edge density and edge length jointly. Experiments show that this algorithm can effectively suppress the background clutters and target internal false edges, highlight the target, provide the favorable edge image for automatic target recognition system.
